Art Exploration

THE WOODS AT NIGHT

Create a spooky, nighttime scene, then use your paper flashlight to light the way!

Materials Provided:
- Sheet Protector
- Black Paper
- Flashlight template
- Tracing templates

Materials Needed:
- Scissors
- Permanent or dry-erase markers
INSTRUCTIONS:

- This clever project will bring your forest picture to life! First, you’ll need to draw a scene right on your plastic sheet protector. You can keep a piece of white paper inside the bag while you draw, to help you see what you’re doing. (Flip one of your included templates over, if you’d like).

- Use permanent markers (with permission!) to create a scene that will last, or use dry-erase markers to make a picture you can change over and over again.

- You can do anything you like! A picture of the woods with lots of spooky trees and branches, or maybe some woodland animals like deer, squirrels, chipmunks, foxes, wolves, moose, bats and owls. Excited for Halloween? Create a spooky picture with witches, ghosts and jack o’ lanterns!

- If you don’t want to draw your own picture, you can trace one of the templates included in your project by placing it inside the sheet protector, then tracing and coloring on top of the plastic.

- When you’ve finished designing your sheet, take the white sheet of paper out of the bag and replace it with the black paper, instead.

- Cut out your flashlight template, including the white beam of light.

- When your flashlight is ready, place it inside the bag on top of the black paper, between the plastic and the paper. Watch as your design comes to life!